Press release

Christian Dittmer-Peters Takes Lead of Operations at STOLL Group
Lengede, January 2015

A man of practice: Starting with the turn of the year Christian Dittmer-Peters is in charge of the
STOLL-Group’s operating business as Chief Operating Officer (COO), thus extending the company’s
management team. He also manages the overall production process at the company’s factory based
in Lengede, near Hannover. Dittmer-Peters reports directly to Sven Reinke, the STOLL Chief
Executive Officer (CEO).
Before taking up the new management position at STOLL, the 46 year old mechanical engineer
Dittmer-Peters optimized production processes worldwide in different branches such as automotive
suppliers, mechanical engineering and electrical industry.
Focus on customer benefit
The management of the overall production process is a key factor for STOLL Group’s customeroriented strategy, as it creates synergies and increases efficiency. The company’s CEO, Sven Reinke,
states: “The customers expect us to react flexibly to the market requirements. Our front end-loaders
and implements must work perfectly even under the most extreme conditions, as we want to set the
benchmark in terms of functionality, quality and design. In order to be able to meet these requirements
we decided to extend and strengthen our organizational structure. Christian Dittmer-Peters is a
manager with a wide international expertise as well as a deep understanding of the medium-sized
businesses. This fits perfectly both to our down-to-earth customer base and to our constant aim for
innovation.”
Welcome home
Christian Dittmer-Peters lives with his wife and their two sons in Königslutter in Lower Saxony, close to
the main factory of STOLL. He studied mechanical engineering in Brunswick and worked on almost
every continent – as consultant (Porsche Consulting AG) as well as on the corporate side as the chief
of development for Schuberth GmbH (motorcycle helmets) in Magdeburg.
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About Wilhelm Stoll Maschinenfabrik GmbH
Wilhelm Stoll Maschinenfabrik GmbH, based in Lengede south east of Hanover, Germany, is part of
the international Stoll Group and employs about 500 people.
Stoll is a global market leader in front loaders and attachments for tractors from 10 to over 300 hp.
The specialist firm develops, manufactures and sells the three front loader lines: ProfiLine, ClassicLine
and CompactLine - partly under its own brand and partly as a supplier.
STOLL stands for outstanding quality and unwavering customer focus. Farmers, contractors and
dealers benefit from the world's widest range of attachments, because with STOLL they can find the
right front loader for the most diverse brands of tractors.
In 1878, Wilhelm Stoll founded the company and it is based in Lengede since 1946. The Stoll Group is
part of the DMB (German SME investments) since 2013.
For more information visit www.stoll-germany.com and join us in social media:
www.facebook.com/StollFrontloader and www.youtube.com/StollFrontloader.
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